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Abstract

The calculation of flows in pipe networks and in networks of mine shafts and the
calculations of the currents in electrical circuits can be represented as variational
problems. There are two approaches: the nodal method and the loop method.
There is a variational representation for each of these. This paper describes the
relationship between the two representations and in particular shows that the loop
formulation is the Wolfe dual of the nodal formulation after the application of
Legendre transformations to the variables and to the objective function.

1. Introduction

Flow in pipe networks, mine shaft ventilation and some aspects of electrical
circuits are analogous and their theoretical treatments are very similar. In
this paper we think in terms of mine shaft ventilation.

As described by Osiadacz [3], there are two alternative methods which can
be used to solve pipe-flow equations: the nodal method and the loop method.
The loop method seems to be preferred by practitioners because it is slightly
more efficient. It does not seem to have been pointed out in the literature
that both the nodal and loop methods, at least in many applications, can be
expressed in terms of variational principles and that one is the dual of the
other. This paper describes the variational principles and the relationships
between them. One of the interesting aspects of the transformation from
the primal to the form of the dual problem that is used, is that Legendre
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transformations are used for both the variables and the objective function.
Most readers will be familiar with Legendre transformations in two contexts:
the thermodynamics and canonical transformations.

Traditionally, the loop method has been used for calculation of mine shaft
ventilation. The solution of the pressure-balance equations has been done
using a relaxation method known as the Hardy-Cross method. More recently,
Wang [4] has used a algorithm based on the Newton method.

One question which arises is whether the loop method used for pipe flow
and mine shaft ventilation should be used for power-flow calculations in large
electrical power networks. These are typically solved using a method anal-
ogous to the nodal method, although with direct current circuits the loop
method is apparently frequently used. In a power network there are reac-
tive components, i.e. inductances and capacitors, so that the structure of the
problems could be significantly different. For example, it is not clear in those
cases whether the variational principle would be strictly a minimisation and
whether the objective function would be convex. This is a topic for further
investigation.

2. Statement of the problem

For the purposes of this work, the network of mine shafts is considered to
be closed except for an input node and an output node where the pressure
is specified. In reality, one of these might be open to the atmosphere and at
the other there might be a pump which maintains a constant pressure. The
theory could be extended to various other connections to the outside world
or to various applications of pumps inside the network.

An important condition for this theory is that the flow in an arc be depen-
dent only on the pressure difference from one end to the other.

The network has n nodes and arcs connecting them. There is not neces-
sarily an arc between each pair of nodes, but the network must be connected.
The arcs are directed (but can have negative flows). The "from" node for arc
number k is denoted by 9~k and the "to" node by 3~k . The flow on arc k
is qk and the pressure difference between the from and to nodes is pk , i.e.
pk = P( — Pj , where /' = &~k , j; = !Tk and P{ is the pressure at node i.

The net flow into each node is zero except for the input node number 1
and the output node number n . At these nodes, the pressures are specified,
or at least their difference is specified by

P - P = P (I)
r \ rn ro • \11
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The pressure and flow are assumed to be related by the dynamic equations

«* = /*(/>*)> where ^ > 0 . (2)

A typical relationship would be

This form covers many of the applications but there are some, such as flow
of gases at high speeds, or with large pressure changes where compressibility
effects are important, or the flow of fluids such as steam, where changes of
phase can occur. In those cases, something more general would be required
for a realistic representation, and it is not clear at this stage how the theory
would extend to them.

The aim then is to find pk and qk which satisfy the dynamic equations,
subject also to pressure consistency (KirchofPs law), to the specified input
and output pressures and to the conditions of zero net flow into each of the
internal nodes:

£ O> (4)
where the sum is taken over all arcs in any cycle in the network and ck = ± 1
depending on whether arc k is in the direction of the cycle or the opposite
direction,

£<*/>, = />,-/>„, (5)
where the sum is over all arcs in any path from the input node to the output
node, and for each node / ,

Here, the first summation is over all arcs whose from node is i and in the
second over all arcs whose to node is / .

3. Nodal method

We define a new function <pk by

I"" {u)du, (7)= I"
JO

so that <j>'k = qk and <f>'k > 0 . This is analogous to a potential in an electrical
problem. If all the pressure differences pk are expressed in terms of the node
pressures Pt, pressure consistency is automatically achieved. We then need
to adjust the node pressures so that the node flow conditions are satisfied.
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This nodal formulation is then equivalent to the variational problem:

Minimise F(P) = £ MPi~Pj) (8)
k,i=9-k,j=9~k

subject to P{-Pn = P0. (9)

Since <f>'k' is positive, F is a convex function and there is a unique minimum
to the variational problem. Because of the convexity, there is also a Wolfe
dual. (See, for example, Fletcher [2].) Define the Lagrangian

The dual is then:

Minimise ^ ( P , A) (11)

subject to Vp-S" = 0. (12)

Note that since the constraint in the primal problem is an equality one, A is
not constrained to be positive in the dual problem. The constraint (12) en-
sures that the node flow conditions are satisfied. To solve the dual problem,
it is necessary to characterise all the node pressures which satisfy these condi-
tions. Since that is a difficult thing to do, it is natural to try to transform the
dual into one using arc flows instead of node pressures. When this is done,
the method becomes equivalent to the traditional loop method as described
in Osiadacz, except that here it is presented as a variational principle.

4. Transformation to loop formulation

Firstly, a Legendre transformation is used to derive a replacement function
for <f>k. Put

and then

ViMk) = Pkt'kiPk) -<t)k= Pk% ~ hiPk) • (14)

We then have

Strictly speaking, we do not need to know that the qk are flow variables.
They could be thought of simply as abstract quantities.
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A similar transformation can be used to form a new objective function.
Firstly, as in (11), define

E <f>'k
\9~k=i

E 4>'

E 4'kiPk)
k\9~k=i

E ^^
k\9~k=i

E ^*)
k\9~k=i

for i ^ 1, n,

(16)

- A f o r ' = l •

It is clear from these expressions for the rf. that the Lagrange multiplier A
is the external flow out of node n and the external flow into node 1. If we
introduce a dummy arc from node n to node 1, the network is closed and X
is replaced by the flow on that arc. This is done when formulating the loop
method below.

Then, in analogy with (12), put

(17)

This transformation has the appearance of the definition of the Hamiltonian
in terms of a Lagrangian in mechanics but it is not clear whether the analogy
goes further. One clear difference is that Hamilton's principle in mechanics
is not in general a minimisation; it only defines a stationary point.

From the expressions for r. above we get:

= E (18)

Hence,

(19)

At optimality, r{ = 0 and ff — —Sf . Therefore, if Sf takes a maximum
value, %" takes a minimum value. The variational procedure for the loop
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method is then to minimise %? subject to ri; = 0. This is also a convex
objective function.

5. The loop formulation

It is still necessary to characterise the arc flows qk so that the constraints
on the dual problem are satisfied, i.e. so that the net flow into each of the
nodes is zero. An artificial arc is added first from the output node to the input
node. Then all nodes must have zero net flow and the flow on the artificial
arc is k. The standard method (see Osiadacz) is to consider a complete set of
cycles in the extended network and use the flows on the cycles as variables.
The arc flow is then the superposition of the cycle flows for cycles which
contain the arc.

One way of constructing a complete set of cycles is the following:
First find a spanning tree. Then each arc not in the tree generates a cycle

in the network. These cycles from a complete set, in the sense that all flows
which satisfy the node flow conditions can be represented as superpositions
of flows in these cycles.

Other choices of the complete set of cycles can be made and are often more
efficient. There are two general criteria in this choice. Firstly, it is useful to
separate out the paths or cycles of low resistance. Secondly, the efficiency
is improved if the cycles have minimum overlap so that the Hessian matrix
of the objective function has the least number of off-diagonal terms. These
questions are discussed by Osiadazc.

Let v{ be the flow in cycle / . Define the arc-cycle incidence matrix by

1 if arc k is in cycle / in the same direction,

if arc k is in cycle / in the opposite direction, (20)

0 otherwise.

Then qk - Y,t vtblk and

where sf+ is the set of arcs in the extended network and i//k = -qkP0 = -A.P0

for the dummy arc.
The problem then is an unconstrainted minimisation over the arc flows

vl. We can now show that the Hessian of %? is positive definite so that
there is a unique minimum value for %?. The quadratic form generated by
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the Hessian is
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E u u "

£ 9lvk'(9k)>0,
(22)

since y/'^ > 0 .

6. A numerical example

To illustrate the descriptions above, we include a simple numerical exam-
ple. We consider a pipe network as shown in the diagram.

Suppose that the pressure at node number 1 is set at 1, and the pressure at
node 7 is set at 0. The relation between the flow q and the pressure difference
p is given by

Pk = ak% •

This is a typical form used for flow at moderately high speeds. The values of
a for the different arcs are shown on the diagram. The dotted arc between
node 7 and node 1 is the dummy arc used for the loop formulation.

The problem was solved using GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling
System) [1] as a front end to MINOS. The processing times were 0.016 min-
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utes for the nodal method and 0.018 minutes for the loop method on a 486
personal computer.

The nodal method used was exactly as described above, and no variations
are available. For the loop method, the implementation depends on the
choice of loops. The arcs shown in the diagram with heavier lines are the
ones that define the spanning tree used to construct the loops. The separate
addition of each arc not in the tree then defines a loop. Where the loop
consists of only three arcs, it was accepted. Where the loop was larger, it
was reduced in length if possible by "subtracting" from it a previous loop.
Thus, for example, the loop through nodes 1-2-4-3-1 is replaced by 1-4-3-1,
achieved by subtracting the loop 1-2-4-1. A more complete description of a
suitable algorithm for this construction is given by Osiadacz. The final set of
loops chosen was:

1-2-4-1

2-5-4-2

4-5-7-4

1-4-3-1

3-4-6-3

4-7-6-4

1-2-4-7-1

If m is the total number of arcs (including the dummy arc) and n the
number of nodes, the number of arcs in the spanning tree is n — 1 and
therefore the number of loops must be m—n+1, in this example 13-7+1 = 7.

The results for the two methods were identical within the accuracy re-
ported. The value for the objective was found to be 0.8035. The pressures
at nodes 1 to 7 were 1.000, 0.769, 0.752, 0.617, 0.610, 0.602, 0, respectively.
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